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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
Services for B2B clients combine robust data and compelling, multi-channel content to drive
new business and grow revenue. We start by identifying to understand their pain points, then
deliver personalized stories about your unique expertise and solutions. Every campaign is
measurable, so you can track new prospects through your sales pipeline.

Direct
mail
campaigns

Website
rework & client
collateral

Personalized,
drip email
campaigns

Social
media
posts

Affinity Connection is a leader in business communication based
in State College. Over the past 40 years, hundreds of thousands of
readers have been reached through our websites and publications.

 Penn State National Championship Yearbook 1982
 Blue White Illustrated, started in 1985
 Pennsylvania Business Central, started in 1991
 HappyValley.com, started in 1995
 Journeys magazine for Innovation Park, since 2015
 KCF Tech communication support, since 2017
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CUSTOM TARGETED DELIVERABLES

LETTERS & ELETTERS
KCF Technologies
336 S. Fraser St.
State College, PA 16801

Dear <First Name>,
Why are hundreds of plant managers catching failures and disruptions on their winder machines, using predictive
maintenance over outdated, ineffective methods? Sophisticated technology that helps you protect your winders
from major mechanical failure is nothing futuristic—it’s the solution that your plant needs now, and that your
competitors are already using.
Do any of these sound familiar?
• Gearbox and bearing failures in winder machines
• Gearbox and bearing failures in press section dryers and winders in paper machines
• Process disruption in pump valves and top separators in pulp digesters
These are the kinds of problems that innovative, up‑to‑the‑minute plant managers are bypassing completely.
Want to be one of them?

Congratulations, <First Name>! You’re an innovator!

Maybe you think your current methods are working just fine.
Maybe they are. But how many of your competitors will bypass
your production and profits, while you stay stuck in the past?

You know, wherever
you are, exactly
how your machinery
is performing, just
with a glance at your
phone.

Take less than half an hour to see how predictive analytics on
your machines and equipment can keep you running smoothly,
without expensive interruptions and costly downtime. We’ll
talk one‑on‑one in a private, complimentary consultation, that’ll
be quick, easy, and to the point.
Check your calendar and let’s schedule a time to chat.
<Salesperson>
Sales Representative
<Salesperson Phone>
<Salesperson Email>

“Thanks Ben. You were the reason they selected
us for this award so I am very grateful to you. I
wish you were in town last week to attend the
reception. I remain proud of the work that we
accomplished, but even more thankful that the
whole team (PdM guys, Reliability Team, and
KCF) was able to share in the evening. Most of
our folks have never been part of anything like
that. It felt like we won the Super Bowl.”
– Quote by Brian J. Skoney of Glatfelter who was
Honored as Manufacturing Innovator…won for their
innovative use of sensor technologies throughout
the facility to optimally manage the maintenance
and reliability of production equipment

This wireless sensor helped Glatfelter Paper Mill determine that the
gearbox of this rereeler was incorrectly design engineered for this
particular application. They needed a larger gearbox to handle the
loads involved with this process.

“I’ve been in the field of
condition-based monitoring for
20+ years, and this has been the
most rewarding implementation.
We started out with a 24-sensor
‘starter kit’ and have grown to
approximately 150 sensors over
the past year.”
– Dan Warren, CBM Analyst/Team
Leader, Dow Corning

“We don’t like risking our
men’s safety when they
have to collect data from
these hazardous machines.”
– A maintenance
superintendent
from a Application
paper
Technology
Spotlight:
mill just like
yours
CNC
– Powertrain

Every vulnerable inch of your
powertrain machinery is protected.

Because of you and your colleagues, some of the most sophisticated
predicative maintenance monitoring services are being used right within
your GM plant. Convenient IIOT applications are now saving your
maintenance teams both time and dollars.

1321 South Atherton Street • State College, PA 16801

Innovative GM plant managers are putting an end to production
<Date>
downtime and lost revenue. Using predictive maintenance technology
Dear
<Salutation>,
and analytics, they’ve been able to identify two ball
screw
failures in the
past two months alone, saving approximately a combined
ofCollege Food Bank, I have developed a tremendous
In my time24
withhours
the State
appreciation
the fail
word “stewardship”—particularly as it relates to the basic human
lost time to make resulting repairs. Ball screws often
weakenforand
need of food.
on CNC machining centers that are difficult to access, making a failure
deeply personal in each of our lives, and every act of generosity and
nearly impossible to detect until the quality of theStewardship
product isiscompletely
contribution to the State College Food Bank is truly appreciated. Whether it is a box
compromised.
of cereal, an hour of time, or financial support, caring individuals are motivated to give
because they want to make a difference. My heartfelt thanks for all of your support and
generosity.
In another incident, real-time data showed damaging
high-frequency
One local family
planted a seed of stewardship this holiday season. Their substantial
vibration in Z-axis thrust bearings. Thanks to immediate
maintenance,
gift provided 800 households with Thanksgiving dinners and holiday dinners—special
vibration dropped by 75%.
family meals they would have otherwise gone without.

Will you add a little more
to your annual gift this
year?
How your increased support
could make an impact…
$10,000 provides 14,583 meals
$5,000 provides 7,291 meals
$1,000 provides 1,458 meals

Our continued
challenge is to ensure these individuals—and thousands of others in
Maintenance teams can now monitor machine vibration
and
Centre County—have enough to eat throughout the year. Together, you and I can
temperatures 24/7, from wherever they may be,
receiving
an email
make
that happen.
or text alert so your team can keep production right on schedule,
There are nearly 23,000 individuals in our community—many of them children and
turning out a quality product that’s ready for thesenior
road.
citizens—who don’t have regular access to nutritious food. Imagine the impact

$750 provides 1,094 meals
$500 provides 729 meals

your gift could make by giving just a little bit more.

You’re gaining
855-082
approximately
12 more working
hours for each
catch you make
with the Industrial
Internet of Things.

$250 provides 369 meals
The KCF Technologies team tips their hats to you,
GeneralWill
Motors,
My question:
you consider increasing your level of support this year?
for employing innovative new ways of keeping your business going,
I only ask because you’ve been so very generous in the past. With caring donors like you, we are able to feed more hungry
no matter what you come up against.
neighbors each year. Offering a simple “thank you” doesn’t feel like enough, but as someone who sees firsthand the impact your

<Name>

gifts have made for hundreds in our community, I can convey how much you are appreciated—and also how much you continue
to be needed. A little bit extra has the potential to go such a long way.

<Title>

Whether your gift feeds one more or one hundred more, your generosity and stewardship help us advance our mission: to provide
food security, directly and indirectly, to people in Centre County.

<Phone>

Thank you again for your continued loyal support. Best wishes to you and your family this holiday season.

<Email>

Sincerely,

Carol Pioli
Executive Director
P.S. Enclosed is a copy of our annual fundraising appeal, which you typically receive this time of year. Will you consider increasing
the amount of your annual gift to help feed more families in 2017?

www.scfoodbank.org

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏
❏

❏

❏

(814) 237-0481 ext. 131

greg@aff inityconnection.com
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FRAC MD:
Innovation + Action = Victory

POSTERS

The smoother we run our equipment,
the safer and more profitable our
company will be.

YOUR GOAL:

Damage Accumulation is a calculation
that quantifies the amount of wear
and tear our frac fleets endure.

Minimize harmful and dangerous
running conditions (cavitation, loose
packing nuts and leaking D-rings,
bad valves/seals, etc.) as much as
possible while still making rate.

MARCH 2017

THREE‑MONTH AVERAGE

BLACK HAWK ENERGY

Damage Accumulation Rate
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ABOUT US
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Headquartered in State College, PA,
Blackhawk Energy, LLC is an independent oil
and gas exploration, development, and
production company focused on producing
from the conventional oil and gas fields of the
Appalachian Basin.

USWS Goal 1
Lowest In Marcellus 1.2

USWS Average 4.5
Industry Average 2.6

CONGRATULATIONS!
PRODUCTS
Targeting shallow (less than 3,500 feet in
total vertical depth) Upper Devonian
sandstone reservoirs, the Company’s
primary objective is to responsibly
acquire, lease, and produce lower risk oil
and gas wells - usually in an area of
proven production and with the use of
technology developed for
unconventional shale formations.
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Zachary Bennett
PITTSBURGH, PA:

October 201

To arrange training or site visits: Chris
Williams | cwilliams@kcftech.com,
570-651-5617
Questions about how to use the service:
Sentry Services | sentry@kcftech.com,
814-867-4097 ext. 130
Technical Support: support@kcftech.com
or 814-867-4097 ext. 188

See a leaking packing or D-ring? Address it immediately!
Water leaving the system = air entering the system.
This creates damaging cavitation.
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(10 nm - 100 microns), we can help. If you
can put your material on a wafer, we can
fabricate the specimens for mechanical,
thermal, or electrical testing to go with
your existing tools, or we can provide
complete characterization services. For
example, we have developed several test
jigs based on compliant mechanisms for our
characterization services and applied that to
develop a proof-of-concept prototype of a
self-aligning transtibial prosthetic adapter.
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CONTACT INFO:

Thad Reed (Service Supervisor Fleet 3),
Jason Yates (Service Supervisor Fleet 6) and
David Kipp (Sr. Technical Professional Fleet
2 ) have all been utilizing FracMD to monitor
stages. By utilizing the live dashboard, these
professionals have been able to reduce
damage and extend equipment life.
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s imagine that Smokey the Bear taps you on the shoulder and says, “Hey,
dy, I’m retiring. You’re now responsible for preventing forest fires.”

at would you do? Would you just grab a bucket of water and start
domly wandering around the forest looking for small fires to douse? No,
ourse not; that’s ludicrous.

ventional predictive maintenance strategy, however, encourages us to
exactly that. Arming you with a vibration sensor or a fancy stethoscope,
dictive maintenance vendors encourage you to wander through your
st of machinery and catch machine failures before they flame into raging

that’s causing the failure in the first place?

like Smokey prevents forest fires through education and going straight
he root of the problem (the jackass who leaves his campfire burning),
ead of just hoping someone wanders across said campfire at the right

, which we’ll describe in Mistake #5.
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ASSUMING ALL ASSETS
RUN THE SAME WAY

Just because a machine is the same or similar, does
not mean it runs the same or similarly. Think back to
those two Cadillacs in Mistake #1.
Nearly every plant I visit has row upon row of machines
that perform identical or nearly identical functions.
In the paper industry, it’s a line of MC pumps. In oil and gas, a line of pressure pumps.
In automotive, a line of CNC machines. In the beverage industry, a line of filler
machines.
Regardless of the asset type or the industry, here’s a dirty little secret that’s so common
sense you’ll be amazed it’s a secret at all – they all behave differently!
Even if all the machine applications came from the same OEM on the same day, they’re
each their own special snowflake. Without exception, every time I walk into a plant we
find that one of the systems runs smooth as silk, no problems, and an identical system
runs like an old jalopy. The others are somewhere in the middle.
Until you know WHICH assets run smoothest, WHY others run more roughly and HOW
to elevate all assets to the same optimal levels as your best in class, you’re losing out on
massive improvements to uptime and profitability.
So, what’s the secret weapon that accurately compares performance and smokes out
your best applications from the worst?
Damage Accumulation® is the name of the game, and it’s a weapon only the most
cutting-edge industrial facilities in the world are leveraging, the same industrial facilities
who are kicking the competition’s ass (are they kicking yours?).
Through Damage Accumulation®, these facilities are ditching every single one of the
downtime mistakes noted in this ebook, crushing the competition, and tripling their
profits.
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PERSONALIZED, TARGETED CARDS
& POSTCARDS
Gratitude
For your industry.

We want YOU:
Join the elite veteran force that uses military standards in maintenance.

For your work.
For you.

p
We want YOU:
Join the elite veteran force that uses military standards in maintenance.

k Thank you

Stop doing
stupid stuff.
EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY FOR MEMBERS
OF OUR ARMED FORCES
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Affinity Connection

www.Aff inityConnection.com
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SALES SHEETS
& FLIERS
Register online:

↦
↦

↦↦
↦

CONNECT

EVOLVE

GET SMART
GET AHEAD
JOIN US for this exclusive, invitation-only
event for our most forward-thinking customers and business partners. Learn from
and network with industry leaders who
are implementing cutting-edge PdM strategies, and leave with a detailed plan for
your own company.
Back This Year: Bring a Guest — This
invitation includes spouses/partners
who’d like to join you for all social aspects
of the Summit, i.e. dinners, receptions,
and Tuesday afternoon activity. A perfect
time of year to enjoy Happy Valley with
The Central Pennsylvania Festival of the
Arts kicking off on Thursday, July 12.

↦

School Programs Aid
Prevention

A newsletter for
those inspired by
Compass Mark
Fall 2019

ark.org
717-299-2831 | info@compassm
www.compassmark.org |

More Opportunities
Office Move Provides
m Expansion
gra
Pro
d
an
for Training
For the first time in over fifty years,
is
Compass Mark’s Lancaster office
late
calling a new place ‘home.’ In
from
July, the organization moved
Janet
their previous location at 630
Avenue in Lancaster to 1891 Santa
er.
Barbara Drive, Suite 104, Lancast
ently
conveni
is
The new location
City and
located just north of Lancaster
ip near the
Route 30 in Manheim Townsh
Lititz Pike.
corner of E. Roseville Road and
provides
office
er
Lancast
“The new
nearly double the square footage
ing
we had at Janet Avenue, position
growth
Compass Mark for continued
and offering new opportunities
to serve our community,” says
Executive Director Eric Kennel.
New space: new opportunities

Join us for the
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Thank You Donors!

Directions
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small conference room, and a
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Multiple
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 AUTO MANUFACTURING
 FOOD & BEVERAGE
 PLUS MORE!

Special offer to our invited
guests: $0 Registration Fee.
Workshops, meals networking
events, social activities and
registration, all FREE.

plants.
from the needle-in-a.
Liberate your PdM team
route-based units require
haystack “hunt” that
nance team spending
Imagine your mainte
broken machines vs.
90% of its time fixing
.
machines are broken
trying to find which

Summit attendees and presenters include:

iagnostics® pilot program
Sign up for the SmartD
Sales,
Tim Altero, KCF Inside
today by contacting:
taltero@kcftech.com
814-867-4097 x175;

Rea
Maintenance

s. In
related topics from our partner
addition, the walls of the training
onal
room are stocked with educati
for
brochures and other materials
with
attendees to browse and take
nity.
them to distribute in the commu
County
A grant from the Lancaster
and
Drug and Alcohol Commission
d
other generous donors provide
the
funding to renovate and furnish
“We are
new space for Compass Mark.
donors
our
of
honored by the support
says,
and funding partners,” Kennel
form
“and eager to give it back in the
on
of expanded prevention and educati

programs for our community.”
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The Compass Mark Lancaster Office
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Move making positive impact
community
the new
Kennel says that the move to
location has already had a positive
hosted an
impact on the community. “We
and there
open house in mid-September
was an incredible turnout of donors,
s and
volunteers, community partner
of
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how
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The
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with
space
new
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PHARMA FACTORIES

OUR COVID-19 RESPONSE CAN HELP YOU NOW.

Vibration Monitoring:

Do It Right
Let’s face it, wired systems are accurate, but expensive and
difficult—often impossible—to install. And route-based units
cover a lot of ground, but are complicated and unlikely to catch
most failures.
Wireless solutions would be ideal if they didn’t have
disappointing battery life, unwieldy octopus tentacles, large
bandwidth requirements, shoddy software, and high price tags.

We understand that now is the time to prime pharmaceutical factories for optimal
performance and we want to do our part to help. We will donate sensors and
machine health monitoring services to your factories in response to the
COVID-19 crisis.
There’s no catch. We want to help you prepare for quick and efficient massproduction of a coronavirus vaccine.

But wait . . .
Did you know that there’s a
wireless vibration monitoring
solution that’s cracked the
code?

Set-up your delivery at:
kcftech.com/pharma
It’s our honor to support American
manufacturing today and every day.

Is your factory prepared to
handle the manufacturing onslaught
required to produce a coronavirus vaccine?

KCF’s SmartDiagnostics®
Wireless Sensors

Now is time to add cutting edge sensors
and machine health experts to your uptime strategy.

Don’t wait. Demand is coming. Consider this no-risk offer.

This is not a sales gimmick. KCF Technologies is offering to fund your plant’s optimization with profits we’ve
earned from the pharmaceutical industry. It’s time for our technology to fund American Pharmaceuticals.

You own the data

Simple to use

24/7 monitoring

Easy integration with
your hardware &
software

Costs 50–80% less
than wired systems

Unrivaled battery life

Installs in minutes

True wireless system

The best news is, your <plant> won’t be a
guinea pig. SmartDiagnostics® is already
proven and currently monitoring thousands
of machines in <type of plant (plural)
variable> across North America.

Strong data collection &
analysis capabilities

Your next step:
Join us for a 15-minute briefing to learn how more
than 7 of your competitors are already using this
technology to reduce downtime, improve safety,
and increase profits in ways never before possible.
Contact Tim Altero today to schedule your
1:1 briefing.

KCF Technologies
Tim Altero | Inside Sales Representative
Office: (814) 867-4097 ext. 175
Email: taltero@kcftech.com

(814) 237-0481 ext. 131

The race is on to develop a coronavirus vaccine and life-saving medicines. Soon, the factories responsible
for mass-producing these products will be called to action. Is your factory prepared for this manufacturing
onslaught?
If you’re still relying on spot checks and time-based methods to monitor your HVAC and Clean Room, the
answer is NO. These strategies are risky and even dangerous in circumstances where you’ll be pushed to your
production limits.
Now is the time to add cutting edge sensors and cost, no-risk offer. experienced machine health experts to your
uptime strategy to give you the best opportunity to meet the demands you’ll soon be facing from our nation.
I’m including a detailed plan on how it works, but don’t wait to decide.
This offer is no cost, no risk. Call or text me directly to get started.

Levi Heilman
Manager Of Pharmaceuticals KCF Technologies
Lheilman@KCFtech.com
+1 (267) 226-9944

greg@aff inityconnection.com
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MAGAZINES
Storytelling isn’t just a marketing buzzword. Customer
success stories, best practices and how your company is
tackling industry-wide obstacles are just a few examples
of how compelling stories can engage prospects with your
solutions. Custom publications like a magazine give you
the opportunity to highlight your unique expertise and
customer successes.
Ayrshire Ambassadors Quarterly

Happy Valley
INDUSTRY
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Expert Advice from
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NEW WAYS MACHINE
MONITORING CAN
TEACH OLD-SCHOOL
DOGS NEW TRICKS

ECORE’S
$20M SAVE
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NEW WAYS MACHINE
MONITORING CAN
TEACH OLD-SCHOOL
DOGS NEW TRICKS
with

thei r c om m u ni t y and
thei r c ou nt ry st rong.

Scott Ge ib, ECore

Becoming truly badass at anything requires you to step away from
the status quo and start looking for a greater destiny. Think Bon
Jovi. Al Pacino. Tom Brady. You think they settled for the status
quo? Heck, no!
Scott Geib at ECore didn’t settle for the status quo, either.
Every plant experiences average, everyday maintenance issues. While some might
accept them as part of the job, Scott Geib did not. In fact, he knew his flooring plant was
Women
in Industry:
consistently losing valuable time to the same old issues, and that the ensuing
HEROfirefighting

Heck Yeah We Can Do It!
was eating into profitability.

CREATING STANDARDS FOR MODERN EXCELLENCE THAT WILL LEAVE YOU FLOORED

KCF Technologies is honored to be a part of

ECore is a team of men and women making sure your business's flooring
is made in an American plant, by American hands, with American values.

the solution ECore leverages to stay globally

1962

Purple & Gold

ECore hits manufacturing
milestone producing
1 million square feet of
cork floor tiles per month

10

1987

1989 - 2000

2008

2018

ECore enters the arena
of recycled rubber floor
manufacturing

ECore achieves
20% compounded
growth each year

ECore completes
development of turf and
lamination technology

ECore earns Top ROI Award
from KCF Technologies
with $20M saved from
downtime and 200x ROI

using a route-based monitoring technology
that only captured a few minutes of data
every few weeks, he embraced something
new — KCF’s 100% wireless system
more about Scott’s story in this feature.

50 % 29%
OF ALL COLLEGE
DEGREES ARE
HELD BY WOMEN

OF THE U.S.
MANUFACTURING
WORKFORCE IS MADE
UP OF WOMEN

*National Women’s History Museum
**Delloite’s 2017 Women in Manufacturing Study

KCF Technologies • kcftech.com

(814) 237-0481 ext. 131

he says, he didn’t understand wireless systems and he was skeptical, maybe even a
little afraid.
Could he implement and oversee a wireless system he didn’t know much about? Would his
DEGREE: MS, Engineering

t; BS, Chemistry;
team get onBrittany
board or would
they revolt?
Would his job asManagemen
maintenance
manager evolve or
Le Van
BS, Education
PARTNERSHIP

and expert monitoring service. Find out

From Rosie the Riveter
to Girls in STEM, Women
are Central to the Future
of U.S. Manufacturing

FALL 2016 / bishopguilfoyle.org / 1

time-based maintenance and periodic "stethoscope" vibration readings. In hindsight,

Manager Scott Geib spent six months

KCF Technologies • kcftech.com

american PLANT MANAGER / Fall 2019

FEATURE

As a self-described “old-school tech user” (we’re talking flip phone, people), Scott didn’t

immediately
jump atfor
a cutting-edge
solution. He stuck with what he knew—a combination of
In MAN-ufacturing, things
are primed
change...again.

competitive. After Corporate Reliability

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
would it be obsolete?

KEY TECH/MECHANICAL EXPERTISE: Project
Management,
Analysis/
Manufacturin
g Processes,
Ancient machinery. Hard to source Data
parts.
Unplanned
downtime
threats.
How
Upstream
and closely does
Midstream Operations, Directional-Gamma
Certification
Scott's story relate to yours? ›
PROUDEST CATCH: Helping Oil & Gas customers
save
millions of dollars on R&M costs over the
last 2 years by
changing the culture within the company
11
Fall 2019 / american PLANT MANAGER
ADVICE FOR HIRING TOP TALENT: “Hire
character.
Train skill. You can’t teach attitude or work
ethic. Hire a
coachable leader who is willing to learn.”
INTERESTING STUFF: “I started my oil and
gas career with
Baker Hughes as an MWD. Working on
drilling rigs, gaining
field experience, was a huge benefit when
starting at KCF
Technologies. I understood the culture
and I knew the
impact our sensors could make every day."

During World War II, women entered the

in the United States increased from

American workforce in unprecedented

27% to nearly 37%, and nearly one

numbers, especially in fields like

out of every four married women

manufacturing that had traditionally

worked outside of the home by 1945.

employed mostly men. Recruited by the

In all, 6 million American women

War Advertising Council’s ‘Women in War

supported the country’s industrial

Jobs' campaign and its iconic poster-

production during wartime.*

woman, Rosie the Riveter, women came

Today, American women earn more

from across the country to fill spaces on

than half of all college degrees and hold

assembly lines in support of the war effort.

more than half of all managerial and

Rosie led the shift in public opinion about

professional positions. Yet, they are

a women’s place in work, in particular in

one of the largest pools of untapped

manufacturing, highlighting the patriotic

talent in American manufacturing.

duty of women to enter the workforce and

In 2016, women made up 47% of

encouraging them to take on industrial

the U.S. labor force, but only 29% of

jobs. Between 1940 and 1945, the

the manufacturing workforce.**

percentage of women in the workforce
Fall 2019 / american PLANT MANAGER
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VIDEOS, PRESENTATIONS
& ONLINE COURSES

Business to Business Outreach
and Inbound Marketing

Every other company
making money from
preventative
maintenance
systems.
1
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Affinity Connection

www.Aff inityConnection.com

Low-Cost, High-Quality Sensors

2

Capable Software Platform

3

Vibration Analysis

4

Machine Fault RCA /Machine
Health & Ops Data Integration

5

Damage Accumulation /
Condition-Based Maintenance

6

System Optimization

7

Algorithms

8

Automation

1

Sensors

2

Software Platform

WEBSITES
You need resources that are professional, agile and quick. You need
channels that communicate directly to decision-makers, not only
about what you do, but why you do it and why they need you.

(814) 237-0481 ext. 131

greg@aff inityconnection.com
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Contact Info
(814) 237-0481 ext. 131
greg@affinityconnection.com
Affinity Connection
302 S. Burrowes St.
State College, PA 16801

